TIEMS 2019 Member Benefits

As a member of TIEMS, you are part of an international community of leaders and practitioners in emergency management, with diverse backgrounds in engineering, science, government, academics, military, and industry - working together to make the world a safer place. Membership affords unique opportunities to **Learn, Serve, and Network**.

**Learn**

*From the multi-disciplinary, multi-national TIEMS community, and through special TIEMS programs*

**Serve**

*By helping TIEMS in its mission to reduce the impacts of disasters and emergencies worldwide*

**Network**

*With local and international colleagues to develop valued personal and professional relationships, and enhanced opportunities*

(Next)
Learn

From the multi-disciplinary, multi-national TIEMS community, and through special TIEMS programs:

- **Tap the experience, wisdom, and perspective of the global emergency management community, better preparing you for your work and potential collaborations**
- **Better understand technologies, regulations, organizations, and industries that are important to your work through the TIEMS multidisciplinary network**
- **Access the TIEMS International Education and Training Programs in Emergency and Disaster Management**
- **Obtain the TIEMS QIEDM Certification in International Emergency and Disaster Management**
- **Access the TIEMS electronic library with all papers from TIEMS conferences from 1994 to present**
- **Benefit from the TIEMS Student Support Program**
- **Receive preferential rates for TIEMS conferences and workshops worldwide, and for professional emergency and disaster management journals**

(Next – Back)
Serve

By helping TIEMS in its mission to reduce the impacts of disasters and emergencies worldwide:

- Participate in TIEMS international conferences and workshops to exchange knowledge and engage in discussions of global issues and solutions
- Participate as a member of a TIEMS Task Force Group
- Become part of the TIEMS Pool of International Experts
- Participate in a TIEMS Research, Technology, and Development project
- Become an elected TIEMS Director or appointed TIEMS Officer in TIEMS International or in a TIEMS local chapter
Network

With local and international colleagues to develop valued personal and professional relationships, and enhanced opportunities:

- Get better acquainted with the people and organizations concerned with emergency management in your local area from academia, government, and industry
- Be welcomed into an international community with common purpose, that recognizes our interconnectedness and shared destiny as a global community
- Gain multi-cultural appreciation by making friends with and learning directly from people from all over the world
- Develop a network of professional colleagues that will open new opportunities for fulfilling work and collaboration